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Why need to be book The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry Publication is
among the easy resources to look for. By obtaining the author and also theme to obtain, you could discover
so many titles that offer their information to acquire. As this The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen
Mystery By April Henry, the motivating publication The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery
By April Henry will provide you just what you have to cover the work due date. And also why should be in
this web site? We will ask first, have you more times to go with shopping the books as well as look for the
referred publication The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry in book
establishment? Lots of people might not have sufficient time to locate it.

From School Library Journal
Gr 8 Up—On their first mission for the Portland County Search and Rescue team, Alexis, Nick, and Ruby
don't find the missing man with autism they were looking for; instead they find the dead body of a young
girl. Now these three teens from very different backgrounds must work together to find the killer.
Complicating the issue is Alexis's mentally ill mother, who disappears after a paranoid episode, Nick's
crushing feelings of inadequacy, and Ruby's struggles to find a place she belongs. Will they be able to find
common ground with one another before the killer strikes again, maybe even at one of their own? Henry
realistically portrays these three kids thrust into a real-life horror. Their doubts and fears, as well as their
strengths, all ring true and teens will be able to identify with one of the protagonists. The adult characters,
especially Alexis's mother, are also fully developed, albeit a bit slow on the uptake in the case of Ruby's
parents. The actual mystery is not that intriguing, but a pervading sense of threat and danger is present
throughout. Give this series opener to fans of character-driven mysteries.—Erik Knapp, Davis Library,
Plano, TX

Review

“Henry has created not only a gripping mystery, but rich and detailed characters as well . . . The action starts
right away, and does not stop until everything comes to a head at the end of the novel.” ?VOYA

“The fast-paced plot, mirroring familiar TV crime procedurals, make this a good choice for reluctant readers,
especially as it's impossible to follow the clues and identify the killer before the final showdown.” ?Booklist

“Henry realistically portrays these kids thrust into a real-life horror. Their doubts and fears, as well as their
strengths, all ring true and teens will be able to identify with one of the protagonists . . . Give this series
opener to fans of character-driven mysteries.” ?School Library Journal

“Quick pacing, an easy-to-follow mystery, and a smidge of real danger make this a likely choice for TV
crime drama fans.” ?BCCB



“A fast moving and well-constructed mystery . . . astute readers will be able to solve the puzzle before the
final, high-stakes climax.” ?Kirkus Reviews

ILA Young Adults' Choices List Selection
Oregon Book Award Master List Selection
Oregon Spirit Book Award Master List Selection
Iowa Teen Book Award Finalist
Missouri Truman Award Finalist

About the Author

April Henry is the New York Times–bestselling author of many acclaimed mysteries for adults and young
adults, including the YA novels Girl, Stolen; The Night She Disappeared; and The Girl Who Was Supposed
to Die; and the thriller Face of Betrayal, coauthored with Lis Wiehl. April lives in Oregon.
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The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry. Allow's read! We will frequently
discover out this sentence anywhere. When still being a children, mother used to get us to always read, so did
the teacher. Some publications The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry are
completely read in a week and we need the obligation to support reading The Body In The Woods: A Point
Last Seen Mystery By April Henry Just what about now? Do you still love reading? Is reviewing simply for
you that have responsibility? Never! We below offer you a brand-new e-book qualified The Body In The
Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry to check out.

If you desire actually obtain guide The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry to
refer now, you need to follow this page consistently. Why? Remember that you require the The Body In The
Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry resource that will provide you appropriate requirement,
don't you? By visiting this website, you have actually begun to make new deal to constantly be updated. It is
the first thing you could start to obtain all profit from remaining in a site with this The Body In The Woods:
A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry as well as other compilations.

From now, discovering the completed site that offers the completed books will certainly be numerous,
however we are the trusted website to go to. The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April
Henry with very easy web link, simple download, and also finished book collections become our better
services to obtain. You could find and utilize the advantages of selecting this The Body In The Woods: A
Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry as every little thing you do. Life is consistently creating and also
you need some brand-new publication The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry
to be recommendation consistently.
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Alexis, Nick, and Ruby have very different backgrounds: Alexis has spent her life covering for her mom's
mental illness, Nick's bravado hides his fear of not being good enough, and Ruby just wants to pursue her
eccentric interests in a world that doesn't understand her. When the three teens join Portland County Sheriff's
Search and Rescue, they are teamed up to search for a autistic man lost in the woods. What they find instead
is a dead body. In a friendship that will be forged in danger, fear and courage, the three team up to find the
girl's killer?before he can strike one of their own.

This first book in April Henry's Point Last Seen YA mystery series, The Body in the Woods is full of
riveting suspense, putting readers right in the middle of harrowing rescues and crime scene investigations.
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especially as it's impossible to follow the clues and identify the killer before the final showdown.” ?Booklist

“Henry realistically portrays these kids thrust into a real-life horror. Their doubts and fears, as well as their
strengths, all ring true and teens will be able to identify with one of the protagonists . . . Give this series
opener to fans of character-driven mysteries.” ?School Library Journal
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Iowa Teen Book Award Finalist
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About the Author

April Henry is the New York Times–bestselling author of many acclaimed mysteries for adults and young
adults, including the YA novels Girl, Stolen; The Night She Disappeared; and The Girl Who Was Supposed
to Die; and the thriller Face of Betrayal, coauthored with Lis Wiehl. April lives in Oregon.

Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Highly Recommended
By E. Simon
I have followed April Henry's novels since the first charming title, "Circles of Confusion." She has
developed considerable polish and professionalism over her many writing outputs. I thoroughly enjoyed this
title. The subject matter was common enough--serial killing of young women--but the novel was unique in
several ways. The characters are primarily teens who participate in the Search and Rescue teams serving the
greater Portland area. Each of the teens portrayed is facing her or his own problems, and these are presented
with understanding and compassion. They approach their challenges proactively and with some insight to
their own motivations and drives. The novel also guides us to challenge our own prejudices about homeless
people and the difficulties they face subsisting in an urban environment. I found the book easy to read and
understand but not simple in its subject matter or execution. I recommend it highly.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
I always like a mystery where one learns a new aspect of ...
By m L T Hill
I always like a mystery where one learns a new aspect of police work and in this case the story involves teens
assisting in doing some of the legwork for Portland, Oregon police after during a training session for young
volunteers, two teens stumble on a the body of a young woman. Step by step you experience what a group of
three teens,a boy and two girls, go through helping in the investigation.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
... too creepy for my accelerated 5th grader but was recommended by her librarian



By noramarty
Thought it would be too creepy for my accelerated 5th grader but was recommended by her librarian. She
loved it and has discovered an interest in mysteries.

See all 58 customer reviews...
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If you still need a lot more books The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry
as referrals, visiting look the title and also theme in this website is available. You will find even more whole
lots books The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry in different self-controls.
You could also when feasible to review guide that is currently downloaded and install. Open it and also
conserve The Body In The Woods: A Point Last Seen Mystery By April Henry in your disk or gadget. It will
certainly reduce you anywhere you require guide soft data to review. This The Body In The Woods: A Point
Last Seen Mystery By April Henry soft documents to review can be recommendation for everyone to
enhance the ability and capability.
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